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Located in Kolkata, and named after the legendary 
maestro Satyajit Ray, the Satyajit Ray Film & Television 
Institute was the second national centre of cinema 
education established  in 1995 by the Government of India 
as an autonomous academic institution under the Ministry 
of Information and Broadcasting. The Institute was 
subsequently registered under the West Bengal Societies 
Registration Act, 1961.

The first session began on  September 1, 1996. 

Since then, the Institute has been conducting a Three Year 
Post Graduate Diploma course in the four traditional 
specializations of film-making: Direction & Screenplay 
Writing, Editing, Cinematography, Sound Recording  
Design and Producing for Film & Television 

Since 2002, This course is called the Post Graduate 
Programme in Cinema. 

The Institute also conducts a short course in Acting for 
Screen as well as film appreciation and production courses.

The Institute has achieved significant success within its short 
period of existence. This has led to an attempt towards a 
new paradigm of specialized practices, and new 
forthcoming courses.

Our alumni have been winning accolades regularly  
through their mastery over film-making. They have been 
trendsetters, changing the course of film-making through 
the fusion of thought, craft and entrepreneurial abilities. By 
proving their mettle as dedicated professionals, they have 
increased the acceptability of current students in the 
complex and  competitive world of film-making.

HISTORY
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DIRECTOR SPEAKS

Hearty greetings to the aspiring film makers!

As India steps into the glorious hundredth year of indigenous cinema, SRFTI is all set 
to embrace the new batch of students in this centenary year. 

Since 1996, the journey traversed by SRFTI has been crowned with many blue 
ribbons as the institute has regularly upgraded its curriculum and augmented the 
infrastructure to realize its mandate of being truly a centre of excellence as the 
films made by the students during their academic course and beyond, have won 
both national and international accolades. 

Needless to mention, every professional pursuit banks on systematic grooming 
and intellectual investigation by its practitioners ….. and subsequent hands-on 
practices that constitute the pivot of acquiring skill and competency. 
 
AND SRFTI has comprehensively integrated these principles into the design of its 3-
year Post Graduation programme in the four important specializations of film 
making i.e. Direction and Screen Play Writing, Motion Picture Photography, Editing 
and Sound Recording & Design.  Further, the last year a new specialization is being 
opened up in the discipline of Producing for Film & Television. As may be 
appreciated, a thorough insight into the inter dependant features of such a 
complex multi-disciplinary art of film making is a sine qua non to understand the 
emerging dynamics of the varied modes of production and to optimize the 
emergent opportunities.  

Welcome to SRFTI. Come,  be a part of this unique institution of higher learning and 
explore the amazing world of cine education.

Sanjaya Pattanayak
Director, SRFTI



DEAN WELCOMES STUDENTS

Dear Prospective Students

We are again looking forward to welcoming our new batch of students with great 
expectations. We are looking at creativity, drive, initiative and pupils with appetite for 
innovation and learning. We want you to participate in our endeavour of nourishing 
imaginative creative artists of future and professionals who are ready to take on the 
mettle of the world of cinema and television. After a few months our campus will be 
vibrating with a fresh combine of innovation and desire, diligently supported by an 
inspired tutoring community.

We shall devote our time meticulously to discover your special strengths and aptitude 
and nurture you in the desired direction to help you reimagine practical filmmaking.

As you know, a stringent discipline is the lifeline of innovation in any creative 
profession; SRFTI lays great stress on rigour and discipline, at the same time 
encourages the value of creative freedom. We expect you to learn step by step, 
through trial and error with original applications. Here you will learn in a supportive 
atmosphere and develop your skill in your chosen field of specialization, for 
independent original work. At the same time we mentor you in understanding the 
holistic aspects of Cinema.  

The learning environment is collaborative and we are committed to make you imbibe 
the spirit of creative teamwork for your balanced growth as professionals. Hence you 
learn in your day to day probe from tutors as much as from your colleagues.

SRFTI is an institution of higher learning of visual narrative. We believe storytellers are 
the most important preachers of the human cause. We take full responsibility in giving 
form and shape to future storytellers.

We are yearning for the moment of fresh intake that will incite us for further innovation 
in mentoring techniques, reimagining our task of creating future filmmakers and 
professionals as a united workforce capable of delivering in a supportive and 
compelling industrial environ.

Please note that our curriculum is intensive and complex that demand extreme hard 
work. At the same time the milieu is exceptionally compassionate that makes you feel 
inspired.

 
Prof. Nilotpal  Majumdar
Dean, SRFTI
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The faculty of SRFTI is among its core strengths. In addition 
to the internal faculty, the Institute boasts of a large 
number of visiting faculty, drawn from the brightest 
professionals working in the industry today. Regular 
workshops and interactions with these stalwarts helps 
ensure that the students are aware of the best practices 
in the industry and are up to date with the latest 
developments. It also leads to a healthy industry-
academia interface.

ACADEMIA
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Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute is one of the few 
existing film schools which have been producing 
seasoned professionals in Sound Recording and 
Design. Students are trained in everything from on-
location recording, studio recording, film dubbing to 
sound mixing on state-of-the-art consoles.

Facilities include a dubbing studio, a music/song 
recording studio with permanent and temporary booths, 
a mixing (Re-recording) studio and a background and 
Foley recording studio with a dedicated digital 
workstation. All the studios are equipped with the most 
modern and sophisticated equipment.   



Debasish Ghoshal (Professor  & Head of Department)

Pankaj Seal (Associate Professor)

Abdul Rajjak (Assistant Professor, MEDIA  AUDIO)

Academic qualification: Bachelor of Science with Honours in Physics; Post 
Graduate Diploma in Cinema with specialization in Sound Recording and Sound 
Engineering from FTII, Pune; M.Sc (Engineering) in sound and vibration from 
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

Industry experience: Worked as a Music Recording Engineer for Albums and 
Films for six years. Worked as freelance sound recordist for documentary films on 
16 mm and television programmes.

Other professional experience: Worked as a research fellow under Marie Curie 
Research Fellowship Programme in Miskolc University, Hungary.

Taught as a guest faculty in the Department of Mass Communication and 
Videography in St. Xavier's College, Calcutta ,Roop Kala Kendra, Kolkata; 
member of the State Level Core Committee, Mass Education Extension 
Directorate, Government of West Bengal; member of the Board of Studies at KIIT, 
Bhuvaneshwar, Orissa.

Academic qualification: B.Sc with Physics Honours from Calcutta University, 

Post Graduate Diploma in Cinema with specialization in Sound Recording and 

Sound Engineering from FTII, Pune

Industry experience: Scripted and directed a Documentary Film: Yearn To Learn- 

Madrasah Education in West Bengal, which was selected in Indian Panorama, IFFI 

2008. Worked in documentaries, feature films, telefilms and TV serials as sound 

recordist and audiographer.

Academic qualification: M.A., Post Graduate Diploma in Cinema with 
specialization in Sound Recording and Sound Engineering from FTII, Pune.

Industry experience: Music recording engineer in Suraj Ka Satwan Ghora (Dir: 
Shyam Benegal); location sound recordist in Sanshodhan (Dir: Govind Nihlani); 
post production re-recordist in Prabhu Nasto Hoye Jai (Dir: Agnidev Chatterjee) 
and other films and TV programmes.

National Award (Rajat Kamal) in 1998 for Best Audiography for the short  film Matir 
Bhar
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Bishwadip Chatterjee, Kuldeep Sud, Daman Sood

Abhimanyu Deb (Assistant Professor)

Shib Sankar Das (Sound Recordist)

Academic qualification: B.Sc, University of Calcutta; Diploma in 
Music Recording, Audio Institute of America: Post Graduate Diploma in 
sound recording from SRFTI, Kolkata.

Industry experience: Expertise in recording, editing, and mixing Indian 
music, restoring and remastering very old and damaged recordings. 
Recorded and premixed the background music of films by Sandip Ray, 
supervised the song recording and background music for Moner Manush; 
worked with singers and musicians of different genres during his tenure 
as Chief Recording Engineer at Saregama India Limited.

Academic qualification: Three years diploma in Sound and T.V Engg. 
from Biju Pattanaik Film & Television Institute of Orissa.

Industry experience: Worked as Sound Recordist for Tara Bangla Pvt. 
Ltd. in 2004. Worked as Sound Recordist for Zee News Chhattisgarh in 
2007.

Academic Experience: Worked as a Demonstrator in F.T.I.I. Pune in 
2011.

11
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professionals  

The department of Sound Recording and Design is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment 
to prepare the students for meaningful contribution to the industry. The students experience 
the following facilities:
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Course Details:

1st Semester (20 weeks) Integrated Course

Practicals: 

Specialisation (II - VI semester)- 100 weeks

Through working with DSLRs and Digital Video cameras, students learn visualising, shot design, and 
are introduced to the fundamental tools of cinematography – light and lensing. Adequate theoretical 
input is provided as well, as students of all departments of film making must have an appreciation of 
the other departments. To this end, all students, whether from cinematography or other 
specialisations, are well equipped to shoot at a basic level as well as appreciate the creative 
possibilities of cinematography. All this culminates in a short film project where the traditional concept 
of continuity narrative is applied.  

Various practicals on DSLRs and Digital Video cameras are designed around learning basic lighting, 
lensing, camera movements and shot design. Practicals culminate in a conceptual and demonstrable 
grasp of narrating through the moving image.

The department strives towards developing cinematography as an area of technical expertise 
through theoretical and experimental approaches, in consonance with the aims and objectives of the 
institute.

To that end, the department views the practice of cinematography as a rich area of collaboration in the 
process of film making, be it a creative integration with direction, the deployment of cinematographic 
techniques for various narrative requirements, or even that unique element of indian film making – the 
playback sequence! All this culminates in the 35mm dissertation film, a meticulously planned and 
executed diploma project where students exhibit their skills in a production of professional scale.

The department is currently deeply engaged with promising developments in the digital domain. The 
department is rapidly building the capacity, both in terms of equipment and knowledge base, to 
emerge as the leading school teaching image making in the era of digital cinematography. As with the 
other flagship courses, this component promises to live up to the mandate of facilitating conceptual 
grasp of the fundamentals and ramping up rapidly to top of the line digital cinematographic practices.  

T
he department was incubated and set up under the guidance of Shri Subrata Mitra, the great 
Indian maestro who pioneered new trends in cinematographic practice. His indelible 
memory continues to be a guiding light for the department. The department aspires to prove 
worthy of the benchmarks set by him, both in academics and in the exciting practice of 
cinematography in today's creative flux.
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Course Outline (Practicals/ Projects):

Facilities:

Workshops/ 

A thorough engagement with the B&W Film Programme for 6 months ensures a clear conceptual and 
practicing knowledge of the fundamentals of cinematography. Lighting, Emulsion, Optics, Lensing, 
Laboratory practice and introductory engagement with the allied areas of aesthetics are all developed, 
culminating in continuity lighting for narrative. In this phase the students do a workshop with one master 
cinematographer of the B&W era.

Next, the students evolve onto the use of colour emulsion stock. This is a great opportunity (due to the 
availability of various choices of stock) for developing a thorough grasp of emulsion theory, testing and 
understanding. Intensive work with the lab at this stage ensures a thorough understanding of 
sensitometry, densitometry, processing and emulsion behaviour. A prolonged engagement both with the 
theory and practice of colour (with a visiting practitioner) equips the students with a high degree of skill in 
working with contemporary stocks and coloured lighting situations. Students then undergo diverse and 
intense exposure to various formats, aesthetics and techniques including working with anamorphic 
lenses, working the 16mm to 35mm blow-up route, the digital cinematography module, the experimental 
film genre and the non-fiction etc.  A master workshop of Fuji brings to closure the students' engagement 
with advanced lighting. The anaolog-digital lab visit ties up all the diverse inputs received over the 
preceding months to consolidate the knowledge base. After extensive studio practical exercises, 
students then go through another major exercise based around another fundamental element of film-
language, the 'mise-en-scene'. 

The rigour of the long-take having been dealt with, students move on to another whole school of 
cinematographic practice,  one that is actualised in the practice of advertising. After this workshop, 
students are mentored to shoot their first complete 'Short Film' (which till now, is a 35mm sync-sound 
married print project).

Students now move on to experimenting, thinking out-of-the-box and exploring creative expressions 
thrown open by the advent of new media practice. The 'underground/ experimental' film project is  the site 
where students actually produce works in this rich and exciting area.

A master cinematographer is then invited to do a workshop with the students on that unique and 
historically rich area of Indian films, the playback sequence. Following an intensive workshop, students 
go on to  shoot their own playback projects.

A prolonged period is now provided for meditation, reflection and the development of the dissertation. 
The objective is to work towards not just producing technical excellence but technical excellence coupled 
with reflective intervention, one of the founding stones of this institute. The dissertation film is a  30 min 
35mm diploma project.

2 Studios, Arri PAR Lights and Tungsten Lights with the latest in accessories and grips.
16mm, 35mm cameras
EX3, 5D and Arri Alexa Pro with ARRIRAW recorder (in process)

Past workshops have been conducted by various eminent cinematographers including VK Murthy, Anil 
Mehta, Barun Mukherjee, Jehangir Chaudhary, AK Bir, Rajiv Ravi, Rafey Mahmood, Kartik Vijay, 
Indraneel Mukherjee etc.



Fowzia Fathima - Professor & Head of Department

Oindrilla Hazra Pratapan - Associate Professor, Cinematography

Academic Qualification: M.A. In art criticism from MSU, Baroda. Post-Masters 
Diploma in Cinematography from FTII, Pune.

Academic experience: Senior Lecturer, Cinematography at Leeds Metropolitan 
University, U.K. Visiting Faculty, Cinematography at L.V.Prasad Film & T.V. Academy
Guest Faculty, Department of Digital Video Production at Srishti School of Art, Design 
and Technology

Work Experience: Fourteen years of experience as Cinematographer and DoP of 
feature films, documentaries and Adfilms. Lighting Consultant forTelevision industry.

Filmography – of Feature films as Director of Photography
2011, Choker Paani, story of Nandigram, (Bengali) (super 16mm) - ongoing project
2009, Gulmaal (Malayalam) (HD)
2008, Mudhal Mudhal Mudhal Varai, (M3V) (Tamil) Best Feature Film (International), 
Best Drama Feature at the New York International Independent Film & Video Festival, 
March 2009; Silver, digital film category, Cairo International Film Festival, November 
2009. Selected for the Indian Panaroma. 
2008, Silanthi, (Tamil) (HD); 
2006, Uyir (Tamil) (35mm, anamorphic); 
2003, Whistle (Tamil) (35mm, anamorphic); 
2003, Kuch To Hai (Hindi) (35mm, anamorphic);
2002, Ivan (Tamil)(35mm, anamorphic);   
2001, In the Shadow of the Cobra, (English) (35mm, anamorphic), Director: Ted 
Nicolaou, 
(Hollywood production, executed in the Ramoji Film City, Hyderabad)  
2001, Mitr-My Friend  (English) (35mm anamorphic), Director: Revathy, Producer: 
Telephoto Entertainment. This film received attention for its all-women technical crew. 
Received three national awards.

Academic Qualification: Directed and shot documenatary and educational films that 
have been critically acclaimed. Worked as cinematographer for ad films, experimental 
shorts .

Industry  Experience: Directed and shot documenatary and educational films that 
have been critically acclaimed. Worked as cinematographer for ad films, experimental 
shorts and documentaries.

Teaching experience: Served as faculty at Roopkala Kendro - an institute of social 
communication under the West Bengal Govt. Served as faculty FTII, Pune. Visiting 
faculty -- C-DIT an institute of imaging technology under the Government of Kerala.
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Neeraj Sahay – Assistant Professor

Biraja Prasanna Kar - Cameraman

 
Keshab Chandra Manna - Cameraman,Still photography

Academic Qualification: Post-Graduate Diploma in MPP from FTII, Pune.

Academic Experience: Various workshops on Digital Cinematography for practitioners and students. Lectures 
on aspects of the Digital Image for seminars.

Work Experience: Various Features, TVCs, and non-fiction including:
'10ml Love', Dir: Sharat Katariya, 35mm Anamorphic(Feature); 'Urmi', Dir: Ruchi Pugalia, 35mm(Short Feature); 
'Afternoon', Dir: Shazia Shrivastava, EX3+ Ultra Primes (Short Feature); 
'Weekend Chill', Dir: Sudipto Acharrya, Canon 5D (Feature); Tata Sky, Saaz Masalas, Ecole Mondiale etc (TVCs), 
'Golibar', 'Shared Footage Group' (Non-Fiction). Currently working on a docu-feature with eminent director Kumar 
Shahani (35mm)

Standardising Digital Projection to DCI standards. Restoration work on 'Char Adhyay', 'Kasba', 'Tarang' and 
currently on 'Maya Darpan', all directed by Kumar Shahani, being done under the aegis of NFDC.

Academic qualification: Trained as a cameraman at FTI, Odisha

Industry experience: Cinematographer for several social communication programs and television commercials

Teaching experience: Has run the Motion Picture Photography Department at the Institute of Social 
Communication, Roop Kala Kendro and taught there for seven years

Academic qualification: 

Industry experience: 

Graduate, trained as photographer from PAD, Colour Grading basics from Godrej (in 
still colour printing), Digital Cinematography from Infocom.

Has worked as a freelance photographer in news media. Has started his career from a very 
young age. Has been invited as consultant to design photographic department in institutes like LVK Prasad 
Academy,Chennai, Pailan Film And Television Institute, Kolkata , Raft, Hyderabad. Guest Faculty of Roopkala 
kendro, Kolkata , Syllabus committee member of Central staff training & research institute(Govt .of India Min of 
Labour and Employment ) Technical consultant to Kolkata port Trust. 
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Guest faculty

 V. K. Murthy, R. M. Rao, Barun Mukherjee, Rajan Kothari, Jehangir Chowdhury, Ranjan Palit, Anil Mehta, 
Venu, Sunny Joseph, Santosh Sivan, Vikas Sivaraman, Abhik Mukherjee, Rafey Mehmood, Rajeev Ravi. 

Facilities

Film studio of 80'x50' dimension
Television studio 40'x40' dimension
A luminary hub with ARRI par lights, more than 200 Tungsten light units 
An electrical section with mobile power trolleys and adequate cables, a grip store with C-stands, 
King poles, Cartellini clamps, etc with very capable staff for support and supervision.
 
The Still camera section has a state of art studio/classroom equipped with an assortment of 
analog and digital still cameras, lenses, professional studio lights-Problitz, High Resolution 
Negative Scanner, darkrooms and a projection system. The studio is in the process of being 
upgraded as a digital lab.





The department coordinates the 6 months integrated course [which is the First Semester for all students of 
the 3-year PG programme], as well as conducting the specialized coursed in Direction & Screenplay 
Writing (semesters II to VI). 

The Integrated course is designed to give students a clear understanding of the basic functions of each 
specialisation department (Direction & Screenplay writing, Camera, Editing and Sound) and the inter-
dependent nature of filmmaking as well as a chronological perspective on the development of this art form.

Specialisation starts with a series of theory classes and practical sessions geared towards students' 
comprehensive understanding of the directorial process including screenplay writing. Exercises are 
designed to develop narrative skills and ability to construct mise-en-scene. Reputed professionals are 
invited regularly to conduct workshops on various aspects of directorial skills and screenplay writing.

The department has a viewing room, a computer lab and a basic post-production set-up.

Course details:
 
Theory: Foundation course to give an overview of different aspects of filmmaking and chronological 
perspective of the development of cinema (Common for students of all five specialisations)

Semester II  to  semester V : 

Theory
Practical exercises
Creative Content Labs
Modules
Workshops
Projects

Semester VI

Dissertation film

19



Amaresh Chakraburtty 

Biren Das Sharma

Subhodro Chowdhury

Professor & Head of Department

Academic qualification: Post Graduate Diploma in Direction & Screenplay 
Writing from FTII, Pune

Industry experience: Worked in BBC for some time; has worked as an 
independent filmmaker for many years. He is best known for his highly acclaimed 
series on the New Theatres Studio, Kolkata, made for national television.

 - Associate Professor

Background: A film society activist and a film historian who has worked as a 
freelance film critic for many years. He regularly lectures and writes on cinema.

Academic qualification: Recipient of Senior Fellowship from the Ministry of 
Culture, Government of India; fellow of the prestigious Salzburg Seminar (Austria); 
recipient of research fellowship from the India Foundation for the Arts and another 
fellowship from SARAI-CSDS.

Teaching experience: Academic coordinator, Chitrabani Mass Communication 
Centre under St. Xavier's College; visiting faculty to Film Studies Department, 
Calcutta University and Jadavpur University for several years; project co-ordinator 
at Seagull Foundation for the Arts.

 - Associate Professor

Academic qualification: Post Graduate Diploma in Direction & Screenplay 
Writing from FTII, Pune.

Professional experience: Has been working for 15 years as an independent 
filmmaker based in Kolkata; directed critically acclaimed feature films like Prohor, 
(which won him the Best First Film of a Director National Award in 2003)  and Clerk, 
which was selected for the Pusan Film Festival in 2010.

Best short Fiction National Award in 1995 for his diploma film Still Life, Best First 
Film of a Director National Award in 2003 for Prohor; prestigious Jury Award in 
Asian competition in IFFI 2003 for Prohor; Clerk (2010) has been selected for the 
Pusan Film Festival.

20
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Putul Mahmood

Tridib Poddar

 - Assistant  Professor

Academic qualification: Postgraduate Diploma in Direction & Screenplay Writing from FTII, Pune

Professional experience: started her career as an assistant with Mani Kaul on two features Ahmaq and 
Nazar; has directed several short fiction films and documentaries and worked as an executive producer in 
Mumbai; Designed and directed 'Docurama', a unique and first of its kind residential workshop on 
Documentary in collaboration with IIT Powai and Cinema Vision India.  Is the producer of the independent 
Bengali feature Cosmic Sex.

 - Assistant Professor

Academic qualification: Postgraduate Diploma in Direction & Screenplay Writing from SRFTI, Kolkata.

Teaching experience: Been Head of Mass Communication & Videography Department at St. Xavier's 
College, Kolkata. 

Industry experience: Worked as director in fiction & documentary film  

His Diploma film Khoj ( In Search) has been shown in many national and international film festival and has 
been an official selection in the competition section in the Cinefondation, Cannes Film Festival. The film 
also received the Best Debut Film Award in MIFF in 2004. His first independent short fiction titled Sahore (In 
the City) made in 2005 has participated in many festivals and received critical acclaims.                                                                                                                 
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Guest faculty:

Facilities:

Kumar Sahani, K Hariharan, Rina Mohan, Paul Cox, Arturo Riepstein, Malay 
Bhattacharya, Ashoke Viswanathan, Gaston Roberge, Dorothee Wenner, 
Amnon Buchbinder, Christa Maeker, Goutam Ghosh 

?CRT - Theater cum Classroom
?8 P2 cameras
?5 Final Cut Pro editing set ups
?2 Avid Express editing set ups
?Accessories like microphone, tripod etc

22
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Course details

Editing Theory 

Practical exercises

Specialization (II to VI semesters)

1st Semester (20 weeks)  Integrated course

 
What is editing; early days of editing; spatial & temporal 
continuity; analog & digital editing; montage; pace & rhythm; 
editing & sound; digital postproduction 

Introduction to digital nonlinear editing systems
Editing rushes with DNLE 
Semester ending project –  Continuity Exercise (DV)

Editing History(Early years, Russian School, German 
Impressionism, Italian Neorealism, French New Wave)
 
Editing Theory (Grammar & continuity, pace & rhythm, 
mise-en-ecene, time)

Auteur, genre, new German cinema, Hollywood & beyond, 
Indian masters, Latin American cinema, East European 
cinema, contemporary Indian films,  Asian masters, digital 
cinema

Digital theory (Basic concepts of computer technology, 
analog and digital video, compression formats, different 
media)

Documentary (History of documentary, Indian 
documentaries, British documentary movement, Cinema 
Verite, Direct Cinema, political motivation in a documentary, 
resurgence of documentaries in Europe and America)

Practical exercises

Workshops

Editing with steenbeck and digital nonlinear 
editing systems
Editing drama, documentary 
musicals/promo/ad
Projects 
short film/playback/experimental

Dialogue sequence
Action sequence
Digital post-production
Editing musical sequence
Graphics and compositing
Digital intermediate
Basic sound designing
Documentary

Culminating project: Dissertation  film

The department creates a stimulating and 
supportive learning environment for 
students working individually and in 
groups to ensure that they play 
determining roles as professionals with 
creative contribution in a variety of media 
related vocations. The intriguing aspects 
of both traditional and alternative 
narrative are the prime editorial intent that 
s tudents  and  teachers  exp lore  
seamlessly in a collaborative way. Our 
objective is to endow students with 
comprehensive theoretical as well as 
hands-on training with state-of-the-art 
technology used in contemporary 
professional practices worldwide.



Shyamal Karmakar  - Professor & Head of Department

Debashis Guha - Associate professor

Academic qualification: Post graduate Diploma in editing 
from FTII, Pune

Industry exoerience: Worked with eminent directors like 
Kundan Shah, Saeed Mirza, Vidhu Vinod Chopra. Edited the 
award winning feature film Oye Lucky Lucky Oye. Directed  
feature films like Ranu and Chokher Paani  on Nandigram’s 
SEZ struggle. Made well acclaimed documentaries like 
Kimvadantiyan, Setu, I Am the Very Beautiful, Unprotected 
Brothers. Was part of jury at the 5th National Film Award 
2012. Special Jury Award in 12th International Children’s 
Film Festival; SP. Jury Award, SIGNS’06, Trivandrum, IDPA 
Award, 2007 (2nd Best DOCU), Silver Conch at MIFF 2006.
His fiction and documentaries have been shown in festivals 
like Kara Film Festivals in Finland, Germany, Sweden, 
Mexico, Turkey, Croatia and other major national festivals.

Academic qualification: Graduate from Calcutta University; 
post graduate diploma in film editing from FTII, Pune

Industry experience: Started his career in PLUS 
CHANNEL, Mumbai as Senior Video Editor; worked with 
renowned directors like Shyam Benegal, Mani Kaul, etc. In 
Kolkata, he has been post-production in-charge in WEBEL 
MEDIATRONICS. In 1999 he worked as a Chief Editor for an 
Indo-Hollywood production called Night Fall in association 
with Rojer Corman & Ramoji Rao Production. He worked as 
an editor for many award winning feature films and 
documentaries. He has co-directed with Gautam Ghosh a 
documentary project on development of Asian Rural Women 
from south east Asian countries. He co-directed and edited 
Shadows of forgotten Melodies in 2008, a documentary on 
1000 years of traditional music produced by NHK, Japan.

25
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Shantanu Pal - Assistant Professor

Saikat Shekhareshwar Ray - Assistant Professor

Academic qualification: B.Sc from Calcutta University; 
Postgraduate Diploma in Editing from SRFTI, Kolkata

Industry experience: Worked as an editor in 
Doordarshan, Kolkata and as editor in charge for a satellite 
channel; as a freelance editor he has done many fiction and 
non-fiction projects for television.

Teaching experience: Served as a Lecturer in Editing at 
St. Xavier's College in the Department of Mass 
Communication and Videography. He conducted 
workshops and Lecture sessions for various media 
institutes and is empanelled as an examiner/paper setter 
for West Bengal University of Technology, West Bengal 
State University (Film Studies Department), Roopkala 
Kendra (an Institute of Film and Social Communication, 
Government of West Bengal) etc.

Academic qualification: Postgraduate Diploma in Editing 
from SRFTI, Kolkata

Industry experience: Worked as the chief editor with a 
number of wellknown directors, in projects commissioned 
by National and International television channels and 
funders.

Teaching experience: Joined the Film and Television 
Institute of India, Pune in 2006 as a faculty in the Film 
Editing Department. In 2009, he joined the St. Xavier's 
College as a lecturer in the Mass Communication and 
Videography  Department.

National Awards 2007 (best editing non-feature)- Hope 
Dies Last in War
IDPA 2008 (Gold Award for best editing short fiction)- Dhin 
Tak Dha
IDPA 2009 (Gold Award for best editing, documentary)- 
Many Stories of  Love & Hate.
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Somdev Chatterjee - Assistant Professor

Guest faculty

Academic qualifications: 

Industry experience: 

Teaching Experience: Was external faculty in the 
Direction Department of the Television Wing in FTII, 
Pune from December 2006 to March 2008. Is an 
external examiner for the Mass Communication and 
Videography Department of St Xavier's College, 
Kolkata.

A Sreekar Prasad, Phil  Cox ,  Suresh  Pai, Reena 
Mohan , Arjun Gourisaria , Arghya Kamal Mitra,  
Moinak Biswas, Arghya Basu, Amitabh Chakraborty,  
Saurav Sharangi ,  Sanjib Dutta , Pankaj Rishi 
Kumar, Umesh Kulkarni, Abraham Mazumder, 
Debajoyti Mishra, Swanand Kirkire, Ashim Sinha, 
Anup Mukherjee , Debjit Biswas, Ranjit Bahadur, R. 
V. Ramani, Ranjan Palit, Partha Pratim Barman and 
others.

B.A with Honours in 
English Literature from Jadavpur University. Post 
Graduate Diploma in Direction & Screenplay writing 
from Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute.

Directed documentarThe 
student Headmaster, a documentary on a 15 year 
old boy who runs a school in his father's backyard. 
The film was shown on Al Jazeera children's 
channel. Directed  Drugged to death,  a 
documentary film on vulture conservationists. The 
film was commissioned by Al Jazeera Channel. Was 
cinematographer for Bilal¸ a documentary on a two 
year old child with blind parents. The film has won 
numerous awards in major film festivals all over the 
world. 
He has written scripts for several television fiction 
programs for Bengali Channels.
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Facilities

The film section consists of nine separate 
Steenbeck editing suites adjacent to a common 
cutting room.

 
The Digital Non-Linear Editing section consists of 
35 latest Avid Media Composers and  Final Cut  
Pro to edit Standard Definition, Hi-Definition  
video and celluloid film projects.

 
The department also imparts knowledge on Analog 
Video Editing (including online mastering).

 
For compositing & graphics, we offer training 
program on dedicated workstations like SMOKE. 

Our objective is to endow students with comprehensive 
theoretical as well as hands-on training with state-of-the-art 
technology that are being used by professional film makers 
in India and abroad. 

The department houses separate wings dedicated to film 
and digital video editing environment.
 

The department has well equipped class rooms, preview and 
conference rooms called Agit-Prop, Vaudeville and Ujjaini for 
regular demonstrations, discussions and analyses with 
projection systems and digital editing demonstration 
facilities.
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A rather capital-intensive art-form, Cinema as an 
investment arena has grown to be an increasingly 
organized sector across the globe. Based on the 
empirical data of 100-odd years, the film producing 
scenario has firmed up its principles of praxis. So 
much so that it has been possible in the last couple 
of decades to gainfully bring those principles in a 
pedagogic framework, giving rise to the setting up 
of Producing for Film & Television departments in 
the major film schools of the world.

SRFTI has fulfilled its promise of commencing  a 
full-fledged 3-year tutored course in this new 
discipline from the Academic year 2012-13 to train 
students as creative producers. Our graduates will 
be able to contribute in various production related 
vocations at different levels.

Producing for Film & Television students will be 
taken through the common course comprising 
basics of Cinematography, Sound, Editing, 
Direction, and Production in the 1st Semester.

2nd Semester onward they will be immersed in 
specialization programme, leading to term-ending 
co-ordinated projects where students will be 
engaged as Executive Producers. 

Apart from regular theory & practical sessions, the 
Specialization curriculum would feature: 
lVisiting tutors
lMaster classes
lWorkshops
lInterface with industry in the form of 
interactions and exchanges with Studios, 
Production Houses, Independent Productions and 
Television Channels.

To sum up, the Producing for Film & Television 
course is designed to impart in-depth, updated, 
hands-on knowledge of the creative, technical, 
administrative and business aspects of the film & 
television medium.

Course Intro
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Shyamal Sengupta - Professor & Head of Department

Prasenjit Ghosh - Associate professor

Academic qualification: 
 from FTII, Pune.

Industry experience: He has been associated with the three 
major film schools in the country (SRFTI, FTII, Whistling 
Woods) in either academic or administrative capacity. Much 
before that, he worked with BBC World Service (Radio) in 
London for three years, and worked as Script consultant for 
various organizations including Channel 4, U.K. Back in the 
country, he worked as Senior Producer for Business India 
Television. And off and on, he wrote a couple of scripts for 
fiction films which won major national awards and were 
shown at major festivals abroad.

He has also worked as a Production consultant for a number 
of foreign productions, including documentaries 
commissioned by BBC 2. He has participated as speaker in a 
number of national and international seminars. 

Academic qualification: 
 from FTII, Pune. 

Industry experience: Worked on an Indo-Italian Film 'In the 
twelfth night'. Worked as Production Liaison Officer in a 
German film 'Shadows of time'. Directed a diploma film 'The 
Swing' which participated in the 7th Short film festival, Dhaka. 
Directed a Doordarshan commissioned documentary on  
Jnanpeeth Award winning poet Subhash Mukhopadhyay 'Tar 
par Jete Jete '. Directed SRFTI produced film 'Golpo Kalpana' 
which participated in Kolkata Film festival (Video Section).  
Worked as EP for a documentary produced by Madhyam, 
Bhopal. Participated in a student exchange programme on 
production in HFF,  Potsdam as faculty supervisior. Headed 
the Student production deptt. for 14 years. Supervised 
around 60 Diplomas, 80 short films, innumerable AD. 
Promos, Playback & student workshops.

Post Graduate Diploma in 
Direction 

Post Graduate Diploma in 
Direction 
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The existing production department of SRFTI 
supervises the students' projects and 
workshop related productions. The department 
has been successfully executing the schedule 
under challenging production logistics in 
co l l abo ra t i on  w i t h  o the r  academic  
departments. The department is supported by 
well equipped Art Direction and Costume & 
Property units.

Key personnel:

 An 
experienced professional from Mumbai involved 
in production of feature films and projects 
c o m m i s s i o n e d  b y  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  
broadcasters/producers is the key force of in 
SRFTI project production. 

Pradip Acharya (Production Controller ):
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COURSE OVERVIEW



Course Content:

I  Semester:
 

II Semester:  

 
III Semester:

IV Semester:

V Semester:

VI Semester:

Classroom Lectures, Practical/Structured exercises, Film 
Screenings.
Project – Continuity Exercise (DV) 6 minutes  

Classroom Lectures, Practical/Guided exercises, Film 
Screenings, Interactions with Professionals, Narrative 
development exercises. Workshops

Classroom Lectures, Practical/Guided exercises, Film 
analyses, interactions with professionals, narrative 
development exercises. Workshops

Classroom Lectures, Practical/Guided exercises, 
interactions with professionals. Documentary module. 
Script Development Labs. Workshops
Project – Short Film-max 10 minutes. 35 mm

 

Practical/Guided exercises, interactions with 
professionals
Project – Playback –Max 3 to 4 Minutes,35mm
Project – Experimental / Underground - 4 Minutes, HD

Project - Dissertation film (within 30 minutes), 35mm
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*2 seats are reserved for international students

DURATION 3-year (full time), Postgraduate Programme in Cinema 

COURSE 
STRUCTURE 

Integrated Course in 1st Semester – 20 weeks [common for all students] 

Specialisation Programme: II to VI Semester – 100 weeks 

SPECIALISATIONS 
OFFERED 

1. Producing for Film & Television  

2. Direction & Screenplay Writing  

3. Cinematography 

4. Sound Recording & Design 

5. Editing 

NO. OF 
STUDENTS 

Maximum 60 students per batch (12 students* per specialization)  

COURSE 
CONTENT 

Classroom Lectures, Practical Exercises, Film Screenings, Interactions with 
Professionals, Workshops 

ASSESSMENT Attendance      Practical Course Work      Sessionals / Written Examinations   
Exercises         Projects 

MODE OF 
ASSESSMENT 

Continuous 

MEDIUM OF 
INSTRUCTION 

English 

 



Planning/writing/preparation/ for the projects/exercises/workshops are required to be done 
beyond the routine hours. Hence students are to be prepared for fulltime academic 

engagement. 

ACADEMIC YEAR

 

THE INSTITUTE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REVIEW THE COURSE CONTENT AND EFFECT 
CHANGES DUE TO ADVANCEMENT, OBSOLESCENCE OR ANY OTHER REASON AS IT DEEMS FIT. 

To be commenced from 25 November, 2013

NOTE: Seats are reserved for candidates belonging to reserved categories as per extant rules in 
each discipline.

It has never been easy for me, a boy from Manipur, living 
away from home and still trying to find myself connected with ‘my original cultural perspective... Uniquely I have got my own 
voice, true to myself. SRFTI ignited in me, actually, a yearning 
for my own space - the native voice.

Haobam Paban :  an independent filmmaker from Manipur with several 
international awards including the national awards.
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ADMISSION 

PROCEDURE



Eligibility criteria :  Required educational qualification as follows:

Selection procedure comprises of four stages:  

1. Application [in prescribed format]

2. Written Examination

3.Interactive Orientation Sessions & Viva Voce [for those qualifying in the written examination]
 
4. Medical Examination

The final selection will be based on the candidates' overall performance in the Interactive 
Orientation Session and the Viva Voce AND medical recommendations.

‘
I must say that intimate and intelligent 
mentoring have been the tutoring strength of 
SRFTI. It is flexible and compels you to explore 
further for your growth. It has transformed me 
as an individual too’. 

Namrata Rao, award-winning Editor, Mumbai 
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COURSE QUALIFICATION 

Producing for Film & 
Television   

Graduate in any discipline from a recognised university or 
equivalent 

 

Direction & Screenplay Writing  

Cinematography 

Editing 

Sound Recording & Design 
Graduate in any discipline from a recognised university or 

equivalent. Must have Mathematics (not in Business or 
Elective Math , Statistic etc )or Physics in H.S. (+ 2 Level) 



1. Application Last date for Receipt of Online Application 
Friday, 23  August  2013

latest by 23.08.2013.

For Online Application Form please visit: 

Candidates who fulfill the required qualifications should submit their applications for 
admission only by the online prescribed form. Online Application form complete in all 
respects should be submitted  

Each application for admission should be accompanied by:
 
1. Details of Bank Challan (any branch of SBI) of  for Reserved 
Category) drawn in favour of Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute, payable at Kolkata. 

2. One photograph  JPEG 40KB (3cm X 2.5cm)— pasted properly on the space specified 
on the application form; 

3. Upload your signature JPEG 20 KB 

INR 2000/- (INR 500/-

www.srfti.gov.in

In my very early professional engagement, I 
found that I am respected for my sensibility...  

pe‘ople demonstrated confidence in me - thanks 
to SRFTI. It has got a unique ‘apply-correct-

improve-and-inherit’ mode of practical teaching’.
 

Puja Gupte, Cinematographer, Mumbai
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3. Attested copy of the educational qualification certificate (graduation).

4. Notarised copy of the SC/ST Certificate (as applicable).

Remittance for  Examination Fee in any  
form other than those specified will NOT be accepted. Application shall be  
invalid without the remittance.

Incomplete applications and those received after the last date for submission 
will not be considered. 

Applications from ineligible candidates will not be considered.
 

Bank Challan remitted by applicants will not be refunded under any 
circumstances.

Since this is a full time course, persons holding employment cannot join. 
             In case any selected candidate is employed, he/she will have 

to produce a certificate from his employer stating that he/she has resigned from his job. 

2. Written examinations for all eligible candidates are to be held at designated centres in  the 
following cities on 

NOTE - The Institute reserves the right to cancel any examination centre without showing any 
reason and accommodate the candidates in the nearest centre.

IMPORTANT

Sunday, 1st September 2013:

Kolkata,  New Delhi,  Mumbai, Chennai, Guwahati,  
Patna,  Lucknow,  Bhopal,  Thiruvanantapuram, 

Hyderabad,  Bangalore.  

The collaborative mode of learning through 
intensive practical sessions …SRFTI helps you ‘innovate and learn step by step - both 
theoretically and practically... and of course, its 
incredible infrastructure makes all the difference’.

Krishnanunny K J, Fresh Graduate, Kerala – Audiography
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The written examination will consist of two segments one paper only  to be answered in 
English:

 
Questions will be both subjective & objective types. 

There will be  questions  as per area of specialisation opted for i.e. Producing for Film & Television / 
Direction & Screenplay Writing / Cinematography / Editing / Sound Recording & Design. 

The Institute shall neither make any allowance nor shall be responsible for any technical snag 
during application entry or uploading.  If the applicant does not receive Admit Card seven 
days before the date of Written Examination, he/she should contact the Institute. 

No candidates will be allowed to appear for the Written Examination unless he/she produces 
the valid Admit Card to the Supervising Officer of the Examination Centre on the day of 
Examination.

(Duration: 3 hours ( Maximum 100 marks)

Segment I: Creative and  Mental aptitude  (70 marks)

Segment  II: SPECIFIC AREA  APTITUDE   (30 marks)

IMPORTANT

My stint here of over a year has been a kaleidoscopic 
adventure. Thank you SRFTI for encouraging my ‘technicolour dreams. Look forward to the plethora of 
magic trapped in this space’.

Mithila Hegde  2nd year, Direction and Screenplay Writing
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3. Interactive Orientation Session & Viva Voce  will be conducted 
in the Institute campus only for those qualifying in the written 
examination. The qualifying candidates will be informed individually 
regarding details of the session. They will be required to stay in 
Kolkata 7-8 days for this Interactive Orientation Session and Viva 
Voce, and arrange for their own accommodation. 

Only those candidates who qualify in the Written Examination will be 
informed and asked to appear in the Interactive Orientation Session 
& Viva-Voce.

Institute does not provide for allowance of any type for attending the 
Selection/Admission procedure at any stage.

The Institute will not enter into any correspondence in connection 
with incomplete, irregular or late applications (that is, those received 
after the closing date) / rejection of any application / queries 
regarding the results of Written Examination or final selection etc. 

Canvassing in any form will disqualify the candidate for admission to 
the Institute.

4. Medical Examination as per the extant norms will be conducted 
at the Institute for those candidates who are finally selected for 
admission, before final offer of admission is made.

Special provisions

IMPORTANT

RESERVATION

CANDIDATES WITH DISABILITY

Seats are reserved for candidates belonging to reserved categories 
as per extant rules provided  that  they possess  the  minimum  
qualifications prescribed for admission and qualify in the written test 
and interview/viva voce. They are also required to submit copies of 
their respective reservation credentials duly notarised.

Subject to qualifying the selection procedure with due concessions 
AND on recommendation of the medical board— candidates may 
be admitted to the suitability of the course he/she opted for. 

‘
SRFTI students have great perspective of international 
cinema. Even though I had cultural differences, 
students here really had surprised me! I am amazed to 
experience its huge infrastructure which is enviable to 
many international film school students’. 

Phil Cox - A visiting faculty in SRFTI, documentary filmmaker/cameraman and 
teaches in Manchester University/ ESODOC and major European forums.
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There is a provision for enrolling 2 (two) FOREIGN STUDENTS in each discipline. These students are to apply 
through Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR); accordingly they should get in touch with the Indian 
Embassies in their countries of origin. Candidates are required to submit credentials regarding his/her 
knowledge of English Language. 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
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Kim Jung Hyun Direction & SPW 

There are lots of fabulous things in SRFTI. Among 
other things I’d like to mention about easy access 
to faculty and equipment. Classroom normally 
doesn’t make you a great film-maker. It has to be 
your own journey. SRFTI gives you knowledge 
and weapons which are necessary to complete 
your adventure. Here you will find everything 
inspiring, just bring yourself alone.

(South Korea) 



IMPORTANT DATES
SCHEDULE OF EVENT DATE

Last date for submission of Application 23-08-2013 (Friday)

Written Examination 01-09-2013 (Sunday)

Orientation Course &  at SRFTIViva Voce 21-10-13 to 29-10-2013

Final Results 31-10-2013 (Wednesday)

Last date of Admission from First List 11-11-2013 (Monday)

Declaration of 2nd List 12-11-2013 (Tuesday)

Last date of Admission from Second List 18-11-13 (Monday)

Declaration of 3rd List (If any) 19-11-2013 (Tuesday)

Last date of Admission from Third List 25-11-2013 (Monday)

Course Commencement 25-11-13 (Monday)
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FEES STRUCTURE

FEES HEAD
AMOUNT IN 

RUPEES
REMARKS PAYABLE

ADMISSION 2,000 ONE TIME ON ADMISSION

TUTION 20,000 PER SEMESTER
BEGINNING OF EACH 

SEMESTER

LIBRARY 1,800 PER SEMESTER
BEGINNING OF EACH 

SEMESTER

INTERNET 2,000 PER SEMESTER
BEGINNING OF EACH 

SEMESTER

LIBRARY 
DEPOSIT

5,000 ONE TIME, REFUNDABLE ON ADMISSION

SECURITY 
DEPOSIT

18,000 ONE TIME, REFUNDABLE ON ADMISSION

FEE PAYABLE ON ADMISSION: (excluding hostel charges) 

FEE PAYABLE AT BEGINNING OF EACH SUBSEQUENT SEMESTER: (excluding hostel charges)

Rs.48,800/- (Rupees Forty eight thousand eight  hundred only)

Rs.23,800/- (Rupees Twenty three thousand eight  hundred only)

IF A SELECTED CANDIDATE AFTER OFFER OF ADMISSION FAILS TO PAY HIS/HER FEES BY DUE DATE 
AS COMMUNICATED, HIS/HER SELECTION WILL BE CANCELLED.
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IMPORTANT

Scholarships & Awards

Hostels

on twin-sharing basis only

HOSTEL CHARGES WILL BE PAYBLE AS FOLLOWS:

Each candidate selected for admission for the course must pay the specified fees before 
the commencement of the course, failing which the selection will be cancelled and the 
seat will be offered to candidates on the waiting list.

Tuition Fees do not include the Hostel Charges and cost of materials (other than raw film 
stock, recording/ storage medium) may be required to be purchased from time to time for 
practical work.

Tuition Fees will not be refunded under any circumstances.

Caution/Security Deposits will be refunded only after final completion/discontinuation of 
the course as per extant rules.

Students to pay fees semester wise  before enrolment at the beginning of the session as 
notified. Failure to pay fees within the prescribed date/s will attract action as per extant 
rules.

A limited number of internal scholarships will be offered to the students qualifying as per 
extant rules. 

SRFTI internal scholarships will be awarded semester wise, two scholarships per 
discipline, solely on the basis of academic performance i.e. on merit basis only.  
Further, students may avail of stipend that is being awarded by their respective State 
Governments, if offered, as may be applicable. 

 

The Boys' and Girls' Hostels are equipped with all modern amenities including a multi-
gym, and can accommodate 160 students on twin-sharing basis. There is provision for 
hostel accommodations . Allotment will be decided by the 
institute.

1. Hostel Admission Fee: Rs. 500.00 –  one time payment on admission
2. Hostel Security : Rs. 5,000.00 –  one time payment, refundable
3. Hostel Rent: Rs. 9,000.00 – per semester, payment at the 

beginning of each semester
4. Electricity & water:  Rs. 2,400.00 –per semester, payment at the beginning                         

of each semester.

IMPORTANT

?Hostel charges are exclusive of the cost of food etc.
?Hostel Rent is not refundable even if a student leaves hostel at any time of the year.
?Boarders will not be allowed to stay in the hostel during vacations.
?Boarders are not allowed to keep guests in their rooms in the hostel.
?Violation of hostel rules & decorum will invite disciplinary action as per extant rules.
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The library of Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute, Kolkata, was 
set up in 1997. The library has been primarily designed to meet the 
requirements of the institute's academic programmes. It has a 
formidable collection of books and periodicals on cinema, 
sociology, arts, history and critical studies along with specialized 
titles dealing with the technology of cinema.

At present, the library has a great collection of DVDs ranging from 
classics to experimental. 

The Library remains open every day except second Saturday AND 
Govt. Holidays.

Reference Books Collection 

Reference collection including Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, 
Directories and Handbooks, art history and some basic books of 
general nature are available on open shelves on the ground floor 
reading hall. Only faculty members may borrow the books from 
Reference Section.

Lending Books Collection 

Lending collection includes textbooks, critical theory, film/art history, 
film scripts, handbooks, fictions, English, Bengali and Hindi creative 
literature etc. And some basic books of general nature.

Audio-visual and multimedia resources

The library has a large collection of audio-visual material including  
DVDs of various genres. This collection contains students’ diploma 
films and projects, classics, short films, documentaries and feature 
films. 

LIBRARY
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Krzysztof Zanussi in the library with 
Professor D Ghosal HoD, Audiography 
and Swapan Mullick  former Director, 
SRFTI,
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Discipline  

 
The matters related to academic discipline, including minimum attendance in classes and other academic 
exercises will be governed as per the extant Academic And Associated By-Laws of the Institute. Every student 
AND respective guardian together have to sign a BOND (specimen attached) vouching his/her/ their adherence 
to the above AND submit the same along with acceptance of offer for admission. SRFTI will have the right to 
suspend, expel or take any other disciplinary actions at any stage for violation of the by-laws or for any other 
reason in the interest of maintaining a healthy academic atmosphere in the Institute.

Students are required to buy on-their-own from the 'Tutorial Section' the following

1. Handbook / Academic Bylaws- to refer to the rules and regulations.
2. Syllabus- to know the details academic curriculum, content, duration and guidelines;

NOTE- Ignorance of rules will not be accepted as valid plea for failure to observe any rule.

Hostel



There is a Students’ Association run and managed by the students. The members 
are elected by the students from among themselves to represent their 
perspective. 

Students Association plays an active role through student representatives in 
Academic Council, Library Committee, Screening Committee etc. as well as in 
other co-curricular events of the Institute including student welfare.

Association Office

President- Niranjan Kujur 
Vice President- Christo Tomy
General Secretary- Lalithaprasad Kalluri  

STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION
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EXCHANGE 
PROGRAMME

The first student exchange programme held in 2001 enabled 
two students of SRFTI to go to Konrad Wolf Film School in 
Potsdam, Germany and make a short fiction film titled ‘Forth 
World’. Two students from the German film school also came to 
SRFTI and made a documentary film titled ‘Howrah Howrah’. 

From 2006 the institute had gone full scale exchange when 
students are benefited from unique cinematic, sociocultural 
experience. 

Students had been in NHK, Japan for two weeks on High 
Definition internship. We have our regular  student exchange 
with ZeLig school for Documentary, Television and New Media 
and Screen Academy, Scotland.

Apart from this, exchange possibilities are being explored with 
other film schools in Eastern Europe and Latin America.

The exchange programme is not an integral part of regular 
curriculum. The programme depends  on the time-frame, 
feasibility and host-institution’s academic programme.
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IMPORTANT CONTACTS 
 

Registrar      Dipankar  Mukhopadhyay  +91 9831177591 
Administration Officer   Sudin Banerjee     + 91 9830581994 
Superintendent (Tutorial)  Debashis Chakrabourty   +91 33 24328355/56/9300 
Admission Cell   Malay Dutta     +91 33 24328355/56/9300 
Fax           +91 33 24320723/2072 
email      srfti@cal.vsnl.net.in 
 

Postal Address   Satyajit Ray Film & Television Institute 
E M Bypass Road 
Panchasayar, Kolkata – 700 094 

      India 
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